
KITCHEN SYNC PUTTER fittings

WEST MICHIGAN’S
PREMIER FITTING CENTER

Precision Club and Ball Flight
Analysis & Putter Fitting Studio

FIT YOUR OWN
PUTTER FITTING
Up To 30 Minutes

Love your putter but want to make sure it’s perfect?
With the Find Your Own Putter Fitting you can
experience the Quintic putter fitting to fine-tune the
length, loft, and lie of your current putter, and learn 
more about your unique putting stroke.
*Not all putters can be adjusted as much as you may need it;
but we certainly figure out what is best for you to use.

 $40

NEW PUTTER FITTING
Up To 60 Minutes

Finding a new putter is an extremely personal process.
You’ll spend up to an hour with a club technician, 
testing putters you’re interested in, and analyzing the
results to help you maximize your potential on the 
green.

 $80

Have you ever considered that approximately 50%
of your score comes from putting? The game was
set up for exactly 50% of your score to be done with
your putter. Consider this---a PGA Tour player
averages 30 putts per round. The putter truly is the
"great equalizer" in golf. It allows you to make up for
all of the other mishaps during that hole, with one
simple stroke.

The Quintic Ball Roll System utilizes a high-speed
camera to track the putter and golf ball throughout
the impact zone. The system automatically measures
over 45 parameters regarding the putter and ball,
providing instant data for our technicians to analyze
and review with you to improve and fit a putter for
you to make more putts and lower your scores.

MAPLE HILL GOLF
Tel: (616)538-0290

Email: teeitup@maplehillgolf.com
MAPLEHILLGOLF.COM

5555 Ivanrest Ave. SW, Grandville, MI 49418 | 616.538.0290
RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED
CALL (616)538-0290 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT

FEATURING QUINTIC
PUTTER FITTING SYSTEM



CLUB fittingsLAUNCH KITCHEN

G O L F

DRIVER FITTING 
Up To 60 Minutes

Shopping for a new driver? Wondering if you can
improve the performance of the driver that’s already
in your bag? Let our PGA & TrackMan Fitting
Specialists help you discover the distance, accuracy,
and consistency you’re looking for. We will help you 
choose the correct driver specs (loft, shaft, flex) and
in some cases even the golf ball that will help you
maximize your potential.

 $80

ENTIRE SET FITTING
Up To 120 Minutes (Split Between 2 Sessions)

Perfect for the person looking for a new complete set
of clubs and wants to make sure that every club in
their set is exactly right for them. Our TrackMan
Fitting Specialist will go over every club that you are
interested in and make sure that they are perfect for 
you. (Excludes a Putter Fitting)

 $170

IRONS OR WEDGES FITTING
Up To 60 Minutes 

Perfect for those looking for new irons or wedges,
this fitting identifies the proper shaft, flex, length,
lie angle, grip size, and lofts for irons and wedges. 
Our goal will be to maximize your potential for your
iron & wedge game. Iron-to-wedge gapping will be
included in this fitting.

 $80

IRONS & WEDGES FITTING
Up To 90 Minutes 

This fitting is designed for the golfer that really isn't
sure what to try/get fit for. This will be the most
in-depth Iron fitting that is offered in the Launch
Kitchen. Any and all brands that the golfer wants to
explore will be explored. Fitting identifies the proper
shaft, flex, length, lie angle, grip size, and lofts for
irons.

 $110

LONG GAME FITTING
Up To 90 Minutes 

This in-depth fitting is designed to help you select

the best set make-up for your long game (Driver,

Fairway Wood, & Hybrid). We’ll explore any brand(s)

you’re interested in and help you choose the correct

specs (loft, shaft, flex) to maximize your on-course

performance and dial in the correct yardage gaps.

 $110

The Launch Kitchen is our state-of-the-art fitting facility
built to help our customers find the best equipment for
their game. From driver to putter the Launch Kitchen 
will help fit you to maximize your game. We utilize the
TrackMan 4, the newest, most technologically advanced
launch monitor on the market today. Through the use of
doplar radar the TrackMan measures all the necessary
club and ball data to help our professional fitters help
decide what’s best for you. West Michigan's most
experienced club fitters look forward to serving you.

PRECISION CLUB &
BALL FLIGHT ANALYSIS

GOLF BALL FITTING
Up To 30 Minutes 

Often ignored, the golf ball is one of the most
important pieces of equipment in your bag. By
testing spin rates with your driver, fairways, hybrids,
irons, or wedges, and considering the aspects of
the game that are most important to you (distance, 
control, greenside spin, etc.), our TrackMan Fitting 
Specialist will recommend the best golf ball for your
game.

 $40

ENTIRE SET & 
PUTTER FITTING
Up To 210 Minutes (Split Between 2 Sessions) 

BEST VALUE! With a Kitchen Sync (Quintic) Putter
Fitting included, this fitting is perfect for the person
looking for a new, complete set of clubs. From the 
driver to the putter, we’ll leave no club unturned. Our
Trackman Fitting Specialist will go over every club
to make sure it’s perfectly fit for you.

 $240

RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED
CALL (616)538-0290 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT


